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Abstract. A distributed program can be viewed as a composition of

three parts. Firstly, there is a coordination part which provides a hierarchical structure of components with dynamic binding. Secondly, there is
the actual communication part which provides the interaction and synchronisation required by the system. Finally, there is the computation
part providing the component programs.
Darwin is a language for describing distributed con gurations in terms
of component types, their instantiation to components with interfaces
and the binding of those interfaces. A Darwin program thus de nes a
class of con gurations. Although the language is very small it contains
second-order constructs: component types can appear as parameters in
the instantiation of other component types. Furthermore Darwin provides support for dynamic run-time instantiation of components. Component types therefore must have a run-time representation.
The coordination part of a distributed program has to be closely associated with the communication and computation part, as only the combination of the three will yield the complete program. On the semantic
level we can achieve this by using the same formal description technique
for all three. The -calculus can serve as such a technique. The higherorderedness of the coordination language can be captured by using the
higher-order -calculus. The semantics gives a precise meaning to Darwin programs. It turns out that by using the higher-order -calculus this
semantics can be expressed in a very concise and clear manner.

1 Introduction
The behaviour of an executing program should not come as a surprise to the
writer of that program. Yet with programs that run on parallel and distributed
systems, it is notoriously dicult to say with certainty what can be expected.
Giving a formal specication of a programming language enables one to have
that certainty without a formal specication a language is dened by its compiler. Even with the best intentions several compilers for a language will lead
to several variants. For any concurrent language designed to be implemented
on very dierent architectures the importance of a formal language specication
becomes paramount. But there is a problem with formality. Unless the world

view that the formal system models is the same as that of the programming system it will be easier to execute a program than to prove useful properties about
its behaviour. Therefore the underlying model that the specication language
supports must be similar to that of the programming language.
The Darwin coordination language 3, 1, 2] is an interconnection language
for dening congurations of programs in distributed systems. Darwin separates
the description of the system structure from the algorithms used to describe
individual processes. Thereby a process instantiation and reuse is permitted
in dierent contexts. The separate structural description of the system is also
of use during the design, construction, documentation and subsequent maintenance of a system. In essence, the structural description corresponds to the
issue of programming in the large whereas the process description corresponds
to programming in the small. The Darwin system grew out of Conic which has
been used in large scale industrial projects4]. An important characteristic of the
Darwin system is that it enables systems to be congured dynamically.
Milner's -calculus6, 5] is designed to model concurrent computation consisting of processes which interact and whose conguration is changing. It does
this by viewing a system as a collection of independent processes which may
share communication links or bindings with other processes. Links have names.
These names are the fundamental building blocks of the -calculus.
In this paper we show that the -calculus notions of processes and names have
Darwin counterparts. Darwin is a higher-order language and derives much of its
power from this higher-orderedness. It is therefore desirable for it to be captured
in the semantics. However, attempts to dene the semantics of such a language in
terms of rst-order denitions will either fail or produce complex denitions. The
latter has a severe impact on the usefulness of the semantics for the analysis of
programs. Fortunately the higher-orderedness in Darwin has a counterpart in the
higher-orderedness of the higher-order -calculus9, 10]. This makes the higherorder -calculus a good system for dening the semantics of Darwin. A further
reason for choosing the -calculus is the possibility of integrating the semantics
of the coordination language with the semantics of the communication system
and computational components of a distributed program. A -calculus semantics
of these has already been dened in our previous research8]. The combination
of the three will therefore enable us to dene an integrated semantics for the
whole distributed program.

2 Darwin
A distributed system consists of multiple concurrently executing and interacting
computational components. The task of specifying the system as a collection
of components with complex interconnection patterns quickly becomes unmanageable without the help of some structuring tools. The coordination language
Darwin provides such a structuring tool. It has both a graphical and textual
representation. Darwin allows distributed programs to be constructed from hierarchically structured specications of components and their interconnections.

component Filter(int freq) {
require in
provide out
}

Filter
in

out

Fig. 1. Component type Filter
Composite components are constructed from the primitive computational components. Components interact by accessing services. This section gives a brief
overview of Darwin.

2.1 Components and Services
Darwin views components in terms of both the services they provide to allow
other components to interact with them and the services they require to interact with other components. For example, the component of Fig. 1 is a lter
component which requires a single service in and provides a single service
out. The diagrammatic convention used here is that lled in circles represent
services provided by a component and empty circles represent services required
by a component.
In general, a component may provide and require many services Provisions
and requirements make up the interface of a component. It should be noted
that the names of required and provided services are local to the component
type specication. Components may be implemented and tested independently
of the rest of the system of which they will form a part. This property is called
context independence and permits the reuse of components during construction
(through multiple instantiation) and simplies replacement during maintenance.
The example also illustrates the use of parameters of component types, e.g.
freq in the example. These are passed to the underlying implementation of the
component.

2.2 Composite Components
The primary purpose of the Darwin coordination language is to allow system
architects to construct composite components from both basic computational
components and other composite components. The resulting system is a hierarchically structured composite component which when elaborated at execution
time results in a collection of concurrently (potentially distributed) executing
computational component instances. Darwin is a declarative notation. Composite components are dened by declaring both the instances of other components
they contain and the bindings between those components. Bindings, which associate the services required by one component with the services provided by
others, can be visualised as lling in the empty circles of a component with the

component SBF(int loFreq,
int hiFreq) {
require in
provide out

SBF
LoPass
in

in

out

HiPass
in

out

inst lo: LoPass(loFreq)
inst hi: HiPass(hiFreq)

out

bind lo.in -- in
bind hi.in -- lo.out
bind out
-- hi.out
}

Fig. 2. Composite component type SimpleBandFilter
solid circles provided by other components. The example of Fig. 2 denes a band
lter that is implemented in terms of a chain of a low pass lter and a high pass
lter. The output of the low pass is bound to the input of the high pass. The
inst statement is used for declaring sub-components.
Bindings between requirements and provisions are declared by the bind
statement. Requirements which cannot be satised inside the component can
be made visible at a higher level by binding them to an interface requirement
as has been done in the example for the requirement in of the low pass which
is bound to in. Similarly services provided internally which are required outside
are bound to an interface service provision. In general, many requirements may
be bound to a single provision. A particular requirement may be bound to a
single provision only. It should be noted that a service may transmit or receive
information or do both. The many requirements to a single provision binding
pattern may thus describe either one-to-many or many-to-one communication
depending on the interaction mechanism used to implement the service.

2.3 Name Server

Provisions and requirements can be exported to and imported from a name
server. This feature of Darwin enables us to establish connections between program components and external components. The name-server can be viewed as
a global name-space. Exported provisions are services that a component wants
to make accessible to the outside world. To achieve this it exports the provision
under a service description to the name server. The name server keeps track
of all the exported provisions. Components in all programs connected to the
name server can obtain access to these services by importing a handle from the
name server. Imports are thus similar to requirements. To obtain the interface
the requiring component queries the name server with a service speci cation.
The name server will try to match this specication against the exported service

component Timer {
export tick '1HzTick'
}

component Stopwatch {
provide start
provide stop
import seconds '1HzTick'
}

Fig. 3. Example of exports and imports
descriptions. The same service can have been exported by more than one component and the name server must therefore make a selection. A handle to a service
will be returned or the import will fail if there is no matching service known to
the name server. The matching and selection policies can be arbitrarily complex,
for instance by incorporating quality of service parameters. In the simplest case
the matching function is equality, i.e. the required service specication has to be
equal to the provided service description. The selection policy can just be random choice. A simple implementation may just queue requests for unavailable
services until they become available.
In the example in Fig. 3 a StopWatch component is implemented by using a
system Timer component that exports a 1Hz signal under the service description
1HzTick. The two components could be part of dierent Darwin programs.

2.4 Generic Component Types
Darwin allows the specication of component type parameters that hold component types. Typically this is employed for achieving a higher degree of implementation exibility { instead of having xed component types for sub-components
the types can be determined at the instantiation of the component, thus making
the component type denition generic. The example in Fig. 4 illustrates this.
The BandFilter component type denes components that are capable of
ltering out a frequency range of some input signal. If the lower bound of the
frequency range is less or equal than the higher bound the lter will lter out
all frequencies in that range. Otherwise it will lter out all frequencies outside
that range. The ltering is accomplished by a combination of a low-pass and
high-pass lter LoPass and HiPass. The types of these lters are determined
by the context, thus enabling the conguration of BandFilter components with
various implementations of lters. We could instantiate BandFilter with
inst filter:BandFilter(LoPass1,HiPass1,10,20) .

The component type specied in the parameter declaration (in this case Filter)
is required for static type checking { only component types with the same interface can be passed in.
Darwin is a higher-order language because it provides the ability to have
component types as parameters to other component types. The example also
shows how conditionals can be used in Darwin to create alternative congurations. Much of the expressive power of Darwin is derived from a combination of

component LoPass1(
int freq) {
require in
provide out

component BandFilter(
component(Filter) LoPass,
component(Filter) HiPass,
int loFreq, int hiFreq) {

}

require in
provide out

component HiPass1(
int freq) {

inst lo: LoPass(loFreq)
inst hi: HiPass(hiFreq)

require in
provide out

when loFreq <= hiFreq {
inst mix: Mixer
bind lo.in
-- in
bind hi.in
-- in
bind mix.in1 -- lo.out
bind mix.in2 -- hi.out
bind out
-- mix.out
}
when loFreq > hiFreq {
bind lo.in -- in
bind hi.in -- lo.out
bind out
-- hi.out
}

}
component Mixer {
require in1
require in2
provide out
}

}

Fig. 4. Composite component type BandFilter
these two features. It enables the denition of component types with a very high
degree of exibility and reusability.

3 Darwin in Higher-Order -calculus
When devising a semantics for a language, in a particular specication language,
it is advantageous to have a simple mapping between the various concepts of the
two languages. This signicantly reduces the complexity of the semantics and
simplies reasoning. We believe that Darwin and the higher-order -calculus are
two such languages. Once the conceptual mapping has been established devising
the semantics is in most cases straightforward.

3.1 Components, Instantiation and Decomposition
A component type denition in Darwin can be mapped to a process denition
in the higher-order -calculus. Parameters of the component type are treated
as process parameters to the process denition. This higher-orderedness it not

needed for basic type parameters but it signicantly simplies their modelling.
The processes passed in represent constants as Darwin doesn't have any language
constructs for manipulating variables. The higher-orderedness is required for the
modelling of component type parameters though because component types are
represented as processes. Components are created from their component types
by instantiating the latter. In higher-order -calculus this is expressed as an
application of the actual parameters to the process denition of the component
type.
component A(int x, component(B) y) ...

would be translated into a process equation
A(X Y ) def
= :::
and an instantiation
inst a:A(p, q)

would be expressed as

A(P Q) :

Darwin components can be decomposed. The decomposition is specied in
the component type denition. The instantiation of such a component type will
cause all sub-components to be instantiated from their respective component
types. The behaviour of the component is determined by the parallel interaction
of the behaviour of the sub-components via the `glue' { the bindings between
interfaces of these components. This form of decomposition is expressed in the
higher-order -calculus as a parallel composition of all the instantiations, thus
emphasising the parallelism inherent in the sub-components creation and the
parallel existence and operation of these components.
inst a:A(p, q) b:B(r)

inside a component type denition can be translated into
A(P Q) j B (R) :

3.2 Control Structures and Expressions
The Darwin language contains a when control structure which is used to make

the creation of sub-components and the binding of interfaces conditional upon
parameters. The interface specied by a component type is constant. All instances of a component type will thus have the same interface but possibly a
dierent internal structure. The when statement evaluates a Boolean expression. All the variables, constants and operators of such an expression can be
represented as processes in the higher-order -calculus. The conditional itself
is expressed as a process expression parameterised by the Boolean expression
process and the processes representing the `true' and `false' branches. Only the
higher-ordered version of the -calculus allows us to express these constructs in
such an elegant way.

when r<0 { inst a:A(p, q) }

has a higher-order -calculus equivalent of
When (LessThan (R Zero ) A(P Q) 0) :

12, 11] provide a more detailed investigation into the denition of Booleans,
Boolean functions and other standard data types.

3.3 Interfaces and Bindings
The provisions of a component represent services provided by that component.
Other components can use these services once they have acquired a handle to
them. Requirements represent the intention of a component to acquire such a
handle. They turn into handles once a binding to a provision has been established
through Darwin. In the higher-order -calculus provisions and requirements can
be expressed as bound and unbound names respectively. Names get bound (i.e.
the requirements turn into handles) as a result of a communication. We can
thus express a binding as a communication between the process representing the
providing component with the process representing the requiring component.
The requirements and provisions of a Darwin component are the only interface between a component and the outside. A component encapsulates its
sub-components, thus preventing direct outside access to them. During the instantiation of a component type, elements (i.e. provisions or requirements) of the
sub-component interfaces can be bound to elements of interfaces of other subcomponents or to elements of the interface of the containing component. This
special case of third party binding (where the container component is the third
party) is the only type of binding supported by Darwin. However, interfaces do
have a run-time representation and the run-time system may thus support other
types of binding. The third party binding requires the binding party to know
the two other parties. This can be achieved by making the interface of components part of the left hand side of the dening process equation, i.e. making
the provisions and requirements part of the parameter list. The responsibility
for creating provisions and requirements then lies with the container component
which is always the binding component. It must therefore be able to determine
the interface of a sub-component from its component type. Hence the interface
must be component type specic rather than instance specic, i.e. all instances
of a component type must have the same interface. In Darwin this is enforced
by disallowing the use of control structures in the interface declaration part of
a component type denition.
component B(int z) { provide x require y, w }

is represented as

B (Z x  y  w ) def
= ( x)(!x (x):0 j y (y):w (w):B (Z x y w)) :
0

0

0

0

0

0

0

Provisions and requirements are both turned into communication links. The
communication takes place with the binding component which is also the component that instantiated the process. The provisions of a component are made
known to the binding component by communicating them along their respective
communication links. The replication operator ensures that a provision can be
bound to any number of requirements. Components wait to receive bindings for
their requirements from the binding component through the respective communication links. Once all these bindings have been establish the process proceeds.
Only primitive components (i.e. components with no sub-components) dene
new provisions. The provisions of composite components are obtained from the
bindings. Similarly composite components do not wait for their requirements to
be bound but only forward those bindings to the sub-components when they
occur. The instantiation of sub-components in the container component
inst b:B(r) c:B(s)

is translated into
( xb  yb  wb  xc  yc  wc )(B (R xb  yb  wb )
A binding

j B(S xc yc  wc)) :

bind b.y--c.x, b.w--c.x

translates to

xc(a):yb (a):0 j xc(a):wb (a):0 :

Bindings to the interface of the binding component, as in
bind p--b.x, c.y--q, r--q ,

where p, q, r are elements of the interface of the binding component, are expressed as
xb (a):!p (a):0 j q (a):yc(a):0 j q (a):r (a):0
where p , q , r are obtained from the parameter list of the process denition (cf.
above). The ! replication operator ensures that the outside can make multiple
bindings to the provision.
0

0

0

0

0

0

0

3.4 Exports and Imports

The higher-order -calculus is well-suited for dening the behaviour of name
servers. However, it might be too low level for describing complex matching and
selection policies. Also the name server functionality is not dened in Darwin but
rather by the particular implementation. It therefore has to be treated as a
`black box' with a well-dened interface. The simplest name server interface that
still allows arbitrarily complex matching and selection policies, just contains the
two methods export and import. Both methods are expected to succeed, i.e.
a name server must (eventually) accept all exported provisions and imported
requirements will be queued until a matching service becomes available. This
precise denition of the interface enables the denition of the higher-order calculus semantics for the export and import clauses in Darwin.

export x 'service1' import y 'service2'

is translated into
export (x service1 ):0 j ( c)(import (c service2 ):c(y):P )
where P is the translation of the remaining part of the surrounding component
type denition. The names export and import are globally scoped and form the
interface to the name-server.
The operational semantics of the -calculus denes that a communication
event takes place whenever there is an input and output along the same channel. The execution of processes is suspended until such matches occur. If there
are several input and output requests along the same channel, pairs are selected
nondeterministically. Comparing this semantic denition to our specication for
a simple name-server above we can observe that some of the name server functionality is part of the -calculus semantics. This isn't surprising as the calculus
is name based. For the simple case we can therefore eliminate the explicit name
server altogether and translate the above program fragment into
!service1 (x):0 j service2 (y):P :
We use the exported names as communication channels and utilise the replication
operator to ensure that exported provisions can be imported multiple times.

4 The Higher-Order -calculus Semantics of Darwin
The translation from Darwin into higher-order -calculus is carried out by the
semantic function P :: Darwin ! HO . In order to translate the instantiation of component types we require information about the types. As the type
denitions can appear in any order in the program the translation requires
two passes. The st pass determines the signatures of all component types
and is of type S :: Darwin ! fCSigg. The signature contains all the formal parameters of a component type, and its interfaces and its type is thus
CSig = (CName (TNAME FName)] PName] RName]). The rst eld is the
component type name, the second eld is a list of formal parameter types and
identiers and the following elds are lists of names of provisions and requirements respectively. The second pass of the translation takes both the original
Darwin program and the set of component type signatures and produces the
higher-order -calculus translation: T :: Darwin ! fCSigg ! HO . The semantic function P is just
P  p] = T p (S p) :
Because there are two passes the processing of individual component type denitions can be carried out independently from each other. We can therefore rewrite
P to
P  p] = ] d where L = P  p]   = mapx L (x:S  x] )
D = mapx L (x:T  x] )
d D
0

0

0

0

2

0

component



c (t1  f1 ) (t2 f2 ) : : :  (tn  fn )] Ip  Ir )
S c(t1 f1 t2 f2 : : :  tn fn)fBg = (where
(   Ip  Ir ) = S  B ]
? ? p] ++ Ip Ir )
S  provide p B] = (where
(   Ip  Ir ) = S  B ]
? ? Ip r] ++ Ir )
S  require r B] = (where
(   Ip  Ir ) = S  B ]
? ? ] ])
S  x] = (where
x is any Darwin construct

Fig. 5. Semantic function for the rst pass

U

where is a textual concatenation operator that combines individual higherorder -calculus process denitions into one big higher-order -calculus`program'. The higher-order function mapx maps a function over the elements of
a set or list. The function S has the type S :: CTDef ! CSig and T has the type
T :: CTDef ! fCSigg ! HO , i.e. they both translate a single component type
denition. T produces a single dening equation in higher-order -calculus for a
component type denition. P :: Darwin ! fCTDef g is a simple parsing function
that turns a Darwin program into a set of component type denitions. We can
dene it as
0

P  ctdef ] = fctdef g
P  prog1 prog2 ] = P  prog1 ]  P  prog2 ]
0

0

0

0

since a Darwin program is a sequence of component type denitions and the
smallest program contains just one such denition.

4.1 First Pass
The rst pass of the translation of Darwin into higher-order -calculus is accomplished by a semantic function (Fig. 5) that extracts the names of the formal
parameters, provisions and requirements from a component type denition. The
information is returned in a tuple of type CSig. The component type name and
the names of the formal parameters can be obtained easily from the head of
a component type declaration. For the names of provisions and requirements
we have to scan the body of the declarations for provide and require clauses.
As the interface declaration of a component type is the rst part of the declaration body we terminate the function once we encounter a dierent Darwin construct. As a simplication we assume that the provide and require
statements as well as export, import, bind and inst below only take one argument. The actual Darwin statements can normally take a list of arguments,

e.g. provide p q r . The expressiveness of Darwin doesn't suer from this simplication as we can always transform such a statement into a list of statements,
e.g. provide p provide q provide r .
The ++ operator in the denition is the list concatenation operator. The
names must be stored in lists rather than sets as during the second pass of the
translation the elements will be identied by their position. Applying S to the
BandFilter component from Fig. 4 we get the following result:
22component BandFilter( 33 (BandFilter  
6666component(Filter) LoPass,7777 (component(Filter) LoPass )
S 6666component(Filter) HiPass,7777 = (component(Filter) HiPass )
44int loFreq, int hiFreq) 55 (int loFreq ) (int hiFreq )]
out ] in ])
f:::g

4.2 Second Pass
The second pass of the translation is subdivided into two stages. The rst stage
splits the component type denition into a header and body part and extracts
the header information containing all elements of the signature plus the exports and imports. Information provided by the rst pass is only needed for the
second stage which from the extracted header information, the denition body
and the set of component type signatures generates a dening higher-order calculus equation for the component type.
T  c] = C b] (s) where (s b) = H c]
The rst and second stage are represented by the semantic functions H ::
CTDef ! (CSig  Darwin) and C :: Darwin ! fCSigg ! CSig ! HO where
CSig = (CSig f(SName PName)g f(SName RName)g). Unlike the names of the
provisions and requirements in the signature, the exports and imports can be
kept in a set rather than a list, because they're always referred to by name rather
than by index. Each element of the set is a pair containing the service name and
the name of the exported/imported provision/requirement.
0

0

0

First and Second Stage The denition of H (Fig. 6) resembles that of S
(Fig. 5). As the component type denition of BandFilter (Fig. 4) doesn't include
any exports or imports the application of H yields
22component BandFilter( 33 ((BandFilter  
 LoPass )
6666component(Filter) LoPass,7777 ((component(Filter)
component(Filter)
 HiPass )
H664664component(Filter) HiPass,775775 = (int loFreq ) (int hiFreq
)]
int loFreq, int hiFreq)

out
]


in
])

fg

fg

f:::g
inst lo: LoPass(loFreq) : : : )
The semantic function C (Fig. 7) translates the header information and embeds the translation of the remaining denition body. The latter is carried

22component
33 ((c (t  f ) (t  f ) : : :  (tn fn )]
H44c(t f  t f  : : :  tn fn)55 = Ip Ir ) Ie Ii b)
1

1

fB g

1

1

2

2

where ((   Ip  Ir ) Ie  Ii  b) = H B ]
? ? p] ++ Ip Ir ) Ie Ii b)
H provide p B] = ((where
((   Ip  Ir ) Ie  Ii  b) = H B ]
? ? Ip r] ++ Ir) Ie  Ii b)
H require r B] = ((where
((   Ip  Ir ) Ie  Ii  b) = H B ]
? ? Ip Ir ) f(p s)g  Ie  Ii b)
H export p s B] = ((where
((   Ip  Ir ) Ie  Ii  b) = H B ]
? ? Ip Ir ) Ii f(r s)g  Ii b)
H import r s B] = ((where
((   Ip  Ir ) Ie  Ii  b) = H B ]
((? ? ] ]) fg fg x b)
H x B] = where (    b) = H B]
where x is any Darwin construct
? ? ] ]) fg fg x)
H x] = ((where
x is any Darwin construct

2

2

Fig. 6. Semantic function for the rst stage of the second pass
out by the semantic function B (Fig. 8). We use a Roman font for literal calculus names, e.g. C and F. The indices are variables that will be replaced
with their real values, e.g. Ff1 will turn into Fparam1 if f1 gets bound to param1
in the equation. The equation in Fig. 7 may seem complicated, but the generated higher-order -calculus denitions are actually rather small, as the Filter
example illustrates:

CFilter(Ffreq out  in ) def
= ( out)(!out (out):0 j
in (in):CFilter (Ffreq out in))
The denition of C captures the distinction between primitive and composite
components in Darwin. A component is primitive if and only if the body of the
component type denition contains only provide, require, export and import
statements. As the rst stage of the second pass parses exactly those constructs
the second stage is invoked with an empty remaining component type denition
body, denoted by ?. The semantic function produces a reference to a process
denition Cc with the same signature as the process denition of the component
type. Cc identies the -calculus translation of the computational part of the
primitive component. From the denition we can see that provisions, exports
and imports are treated in parallel while requirements form a sequential composition. This is to ensure that the required names are bound in the remainder of
the formula. The computational part of a primitive component is only invoked
0

0

0

0

0

0

0
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Fig. 7. Semantic function for the second stage of the second pass
after all requirements have been bound, i.e. turned into handles. In case the
component is composite the translation of the remaining denition body is processed in parallel with the exports and imports. Requirements are bound inside
the translation of the denition body { and only if they are used in a binding.
This ensures that the instantiation of component types doesn't get `stuck' in
cases where requirements are bound to provisions of the same component.

Translation of the De nition Body B :: Darwin ! fCSigg ! CSig

! HO
(Fig. 8) uses the ideas about the mapping of concepts from Darwin to higherorder -calculus (cf. Sect. 3) in order to translate the remainder of the component
type denition body. The most complicated of the dening equations is the one
relating to the instantiation of component types. It is the place where the higherorderedness of the higher-order -calculus is needed in order to obtain a concise
and intuitive denition.
It would be sucient to pass in the component type name instead of the
CSig structure s. We could then lookup the signature in . However, we would
then not be able to verify whether an element in a bind statement has been
correctly declared as a provision, requirement or import, as CSig doesn't contain
information about exports and imports. Furthermore it would obscure what 
is actually needed for { to lookup the signatures of component types that are
being instantiated.
There is the special case that the component type in the inst statement is
not specied as a type identier but is contained in a variable that has been
passed in as a parameter to the current component. We identify this case by
checking whether the component type part of the inst statement is contained in
the parameter list of the current component type. The latter is obtained from
0

0

B

inst c:t(e  e 
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: : :  en ) B

2

(s) = ( p1 c  p2 c  : : :  pi c r1 c r2 c : : :  rj c)
(C (a1 a2  : : :  an  p1 c  p2 c  : : : pi c
r1 c  r2 c  : : : rj c )jB B ] (s))
where (t   p1  p2  : : :  pi ] r1  r2  : : :  rj ]) 2 
t = if t 2 Q then t else t
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Fig. 8. semantic function for the translation of the denition body

the CSig structure s. We use the signature of the component type specied in
the type part of the parameter for determining the parameters of the instantiation. The higher-order -calculus parameter identier Ft is used for identifying
the process to be instantiated. The higher-ordered constructs of the calculus
are employed, because Ft is a process variable inside the process of the current
component type which gets bound by the instantiation of that type. The instantiation parameters can be C expressions. E evaluates these expressions in
order to obtain the values for the actual parameters.
0

The bind statement occurs in four variations and the semantic function accordingly has a dening equation for each of them. Finally there is the semantics
of the when statement where When is the name of process that takes three processes as an argument. The rst process is expected to represent a Boolean.
If it is true, When evolves into the process specied in the second argument.
Otherwise it evolves into the process specied by the third argument.

In applying C and B to the BandFilter component type we obtain its dening
equation. For sake of clarity we have split the denition into four equations and
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Fig. 9. Possible congurations of BandFilter components
carried out some optimisation on the processing of the when statements:

CBandFilter(FLoPass FHiPass def
= ( outlo inlo)(FLoPass(FloFreq outlo inlo) j
FloFreq FhiFreq
( outhi inhi)(FHiPass(FhiFreq outhi inhi) j
out  in )
When(LessThanOrEqual(FloFreq FhiFreq)
C1BandFilter C2BandFilter)))
0

0

C1BandFilter def
= ( outmix in1mix in2mix)(CMixer(outmix in1mix in2mix)
in (x):inlo(x):0 j in (x):inhi(x):0 j
outlo(x):in1mix(x):0 j outhi(x):in2mix(x):0 j
outmix(x):!out (x):0 j C2BandFilter)
C2BandFilter def
= When(GreaterThan(FloFreq FhiFreq) C3BandFilter 0)
C3BandFilter def
= in (x):inlo(x):0 j outlo(x):inhi(x):0 j
outhi(x):!out (x):0 j 0
0

0

j

0

0

0

5 Congurations
The Darwin compiler translates a Darwin specication (i.e. the coordination
part of a program) into a language that can relate both to the process denitions of the primitive components (i.e. the computation part) and a run-time
system specication (i.e. the communication part). Linked together they form
an executable program. The Darwin specication and process denitions are parameterised. A Darwin program species a class of possible actual con gurations.
Initial parameters supplied at program startup determine which of these congurations will be established. For instance the instantiation of the BandFilter
component type from Fig. 4 could result in two structurally dierent congurations (Fig. 9).
A conguration is created from a Darwin program by instantiating exactly
one component type. The execution parameters supplied to the program identify

this component type and its instantiation parameters. The instantiation of this
top-level component will cause its sub-components to be created as well. The
instantiation process continues recursively until component types of primitive
components are encountered. These are types of non-composite components and
hence they only specify interfaces. Unlike types for composite components, types
of primitive components can be associated with behaviour descriptions, which are
programs that during its execution can communicate with other programs along
the bound interfaces of the primitive components. The behaviour descriptions are
separated from the conguration descriptions in order to achieve a clear division
of the structural from the computational aspects of a distributed program.
The execution of a Darwin program can thus be divided into two stages
{ instantiation and computation. Instantiation creates a conguration from a
Darwin program and computation is the execution of programs associated with
the primitive components in the thus established conguration. These programs
communicate with each other using system and application domain specic
Darwin communication libraries. Ultimately we are interested in the semantics of congurations because they, in combination with the communication and
computation part, determine the behaviour of a program. The higher-order calculus semantics of Darwin is executable by applying the rewrite rules of the
-calculus. This elaboration covers the instantiation stage of a program and results in a conguration description, thus providing a smooth transition to the
second stage of the execution.

6 Summary and Future Work
We have shown how the semantics of a coordination language can be dened
in an elegant and concise way by using the higher-order -calculus. The higherorderedness of Darwin has been captured by using higher-order constructs of the
calculus. A common problem when dening the semantics of a language is that
concepts of the language are lost or at least not readily visible on the semantic
level. However, we found a close correspondence between Darwin and higherorder -calculus. The semantics can therefore retain many of the concepts of the
language. Darwin is a language for describing congurations, i.e. structural aspects of a distributed application. Darwin programs make this structure explicit.
The same can be said about the higher-order -calculus semantics. This signicantly simplies reasoning on the semantic level. We are currently investigating
this opportunity by employing automated tools such as PICT7].
A further feature of the semantics is that it can be executed by applying the
rewrite rules of the calculus. Execution means instantiation of a component type.
The result is a conguration, described in terms of the higher-order -calculus.
This enables the integration of the semantics of the conguration, communication and computation part of a program, because the semantics of the latter
two has been dened in terms of the -calculus already (cf. 8]). Consequently
the entire distributed application, with all it's aspects can be given a unied
higher-order -calculus semantics. We can reason about each part separately or

in conjunction with the other parts. Because the calculus is executable we can
even use it for simulation and experimental implementation of applications. This
is particularly important for investigating the impact of changes in the coordination language or the communications system on the execution of a program.
We are planning to use PICT and other higher-order -calculus tools for that
purpose.
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